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Abstract 
The dissertation thesis with the title Towards mobile security - Voice based 
authentication protocol to biometrically harden secure encryption and data 
communication schemes written by Sebastian Piotr Szlósarczyk focuses on the 
realisation of the improvements in the field IT security. IT security is mainly countering 
any kind of threats all users face in different environments of information technology 
and their (network) architecture. The contribution tackles biometric doubts and 
proposes a new cryptographic protocol which counters password protocol 
weaknesses. The innovation is a voice based authentication protocol which is able to 
harden any type of secure encryption and data communication schemes biometrically 
in order to overcome security threats. The complexity of the presented protocol is 
outlined in contrast to current schemes and the importance of the developed 
mathematical structure is presented. Further the research result concludes that the 
development improves security awareness as psychological fact with the voice’s 
biometric fingerprints as well as it opens future research possibilities of stating 
security levels by examining audio fingerprints more thoroughfully. 




Thesis Outline 
The scope of this thesis was to show, how it is possible to limit human failure - 
especially in the area of IT: The keynote of the presented solution is a password 
authentication scheme where the mutual agreed keyed secret of the protocol is 
personalised to one user by the help of acoustic finger-prints. 

This dissertation unifies encryption and authentication resulting in the development of 
a cryptographic protocol. It tackles known exploits and security concerns which are 
enumerated throughout related work and own research. 

The proposition in this thesis is a cryptographic authentication protocol, where 
sensitive data (especially on mobile phones) can be secured or whereby services can 
be locked - all by the user’s voice. The usage can be extended and is left open for  
future work and discussion.


The scientific contributions of the research in this thesis were subdivided into:


· Critical analysis of the current state in the area of password authenticated pro-
tocols, including capabilities and limitations of existing solutions which 
comprise 

o known protocols which use passwords that correlate with the protocol presented in
this dissertation,  
o (authenticated) key agreement schemes which gave the step-in idea to design the
protocol in this thesis,  
o critical examination of voice authentication including research to improve security
flaws of biometry. 

· Specification of the methodology for realising the voice based authentication
protocol: 

o as innovative development,
o as applicable and working innovation.

· Whereas the specification of the protocol included:

o methodical definition of all environment parameters,
o utilisation of all parameters in protocol computations,
o declaration of challenge response mechanism.
o influence of voice into the protocol,
o categorising password authentication,
o configuration.

· Pointing out the strength of the cryptographic protocol:



o in comparison to other known protocols and related work,  
o why it does improve security architecture,  
o why it does offer an important scientific contribution.  

· Covering and improving human failure:  

o show people’s awareness on base of an own survey and a public one,  
o point out the reason why humans do interact in these manners,  
o explain why the authentication protocol is able to leverage awareness failure.  

· Proposal:  

o in comparison to other known protocols and related work,  
o why it does improve security architecture.  

· The prototype implementation of the authentication protocol enfolded:  

o implementation of proposed cryptographic means for the protocol in the Java 
Cryptographic Architecture (JCA),  
o extension of Android architecture with use of the authentication protocol in 
cryptographic suite (JCA),  
o implementation of lockscreen and data encryption with use of the authentication 
protocol,  
o PoC for encryption by the use of a financial banking application.  

· The practical evaluation of the proposed conception comprises:  
o evaluation of prototype implementation of cryptographic Library,  
o setting up the environment of the password based protocol presented,  
o protocol verification whether the cryptographic primitives do work,  
o entropy measurements achieved by the seed of the voice including ran-dom number 
generation,  
o abnormal circumstances to compute acoustic fingerprints,  
o ergonomics of protocol usability.  



Approach 
The roadmap for realizing the purposes in the dissertation was:

First covering security awareness as initial starting point where the philosophical and 
practical views introduce the reasoning for security in IT.

Further cryptographic basics which comprise number theoretic elements, entropy 
metrics and protocol algorithm structure in order to showcase the mathematical 
architecture of the password authentication protocol.

After the introductory themes, the focus relies on the description of the concept for 
the pass-word authentication protocol: The definition of the structure of the 
cryptographic algorithm in the presented protocol and its protocol structure is 
covered, as well as the description for the prototype implementation of the password 
authentication protocol realized in Android operating system. 

The implementation includes the proof of concept (PoC) realization of the conceptual 
part of the authentication protocol. 

The evaluation involves a set of 7 different experiments (P1 up to P6 included the 
entropy computations), which covers both the theoretical and practical dimensions of 
the password authentication protocol prototype. 




Outcome - Practical and theoretical 
meaning of dissertation 

The result is the voice based authentication protocol:


Two parties are defined to take part in the protocol who are inter-acting, where one 
party wants to authenticate and the other one wants to prove and verify it 

In the protocol there are 3 steps defined 

(1) the setup phase where 
a. the voice is recorded
b. its acoustic fingerprint is computed and
c. securely stored for further authentication

(2) authentication phase where 
a. the proven voice is computed
b. validation is checked and
c. the authentication in form of a equality match is verified



The third step of the protocol is the practical meaning of computing the shared secret 
key for any further purpose which is shown in (d).

Protocol verification

The protocol works because:


Concerning the number theoretical requirements, the protocol satisfies: 
· representation is easy and compact,
· fast arithmetic,
· DLP is computationally hard,
· group order can be computed efficiently.

Summary of functional results of dissertation 

· limitting human failure by the Improvement of awareness with the influence of the
voice into the protocol algorithm, 
· leveraging attacks on base of its cryptographic complexity structure,
· hardening the security kernel on account of the increased entropy of the voice,
· ability of authenticating users themselves to second party, e.g. a server,
· personal identification by the biometric charateristics,
· improving shelter from unauthorized access,
· contribution of a cryptographic secure protocol especially by the help of the dis-
crete logarithm problem and challenge-response structure, 
· compromission of the ephemeral keys does not lead to a compromission of the
whole protocol, 
· resistance to dictionary attacks,
· opportunity of execution of protocol in a non-exploitable environment, i.e. in the TEE,
· securing of password-equivalent data by the help of the discrete logarithm,
· computation of a shared secret for any further encryption leading into properties of
diffusion and confusion, 
· base for a logical system offering the property of soundness.

B(x’+1)u =  

Bx’u+u = (gb)x’u+u = gbx’u+bu

= gbx’u gbu = (gx’)bu gbu = vbu gbu

if x’ = x, then: the acoustic fingerprint x’ to be verified 

is identic with the one of the setup x 

= (vg)bu



Practical propositions of prototype implementation: 
 

· protocol messages, 

· protocol setup, 


· protocol verification, 

· random number generation, 

· prime number generation, 

· password choice by the help of a chosen library for computing the acoustic fin-
gerprint of the biometric voice influence.

 

· the password x consists as hash value of the computed acoustic fingerprint AID, 
generator g and timestamp t, 

· a shared key is computed whenever the verification algorithm succeeds, 

· the discrete logarithm problem (DLP) is used, 

· the communication messages can be secured (e.g. via encryption), 

· voice biometrics is used, 

· entropy seeds are used in the setup of the protocol, 

· high security level, 

· an attacker, especially an eavesdropper cannot obtain enough information to be able 
to guess a password by the brute force method without further interactions with the 
parties for each guess, 

· useable password-equivalent data are never stored. This means that an attacker who 
steals data (such as the parameter v) cannot masquerade as the authenti-cating 
person unless he first performs a brute force search for the password, 

· the protocol aims to be resistant to dictionary attacks mounted by an eavesdrop-per 
as records of the voice do not success in impersonating (see evaluation) 

· even if one or two of the cryptographic primitives it uses are attacked, it is still 
secure. 


Further one can conclude the following particular explorations in contrast to present 
protocols: 


· as all protocols the one presented in this dissertation can have a password con-
sisting of a charset counting to text dependent voice recognition systems, 

· security is set to a higher level by the use of the DLP, 

· the protocol presented in this thesis is the only one were voice is used and it is the 
only one to specify how computed bytes of the recorded voice can be used, 

· mutual authentication is offered as well.




The complexity for breaking the password and its needed ephemeral key of the pre-
sented authentication protocol can be counted as twice for all the algorithms 
presented in Table 1. Both, the password protection v = gx and the ephemeral key b 
rely on the discrete logarithm problem and makes the whole password authentication 
protocol thus cryptographically secure. In the latter table attacks against the 
contributed password authentication protocol in big O notation are summed up. 


If a new password is passed to the system in unencrypted form, security can be lost 
before the new password can even be installed in the password database. Of course 
either, if the new password is given to a compromised employee, so that a new text or 
a new spoken segment must lead to a new password key. The salts (padding PAD 
transferred in (b.i) and the request time tnow computed and transferred in (a) ) prevent 
attackers from easily building a list of hash values for common passwords and 
prevents password crack-ing efforts from scaling across all users.


Algorithm Complexity

Baby-step Giant step O(2√𝑁) 

Pohlig Helman O(2√𝑁) 

Shor O(4(log N)2(log log N)(log log log N)) 

Index Calculus O(2(N3+N2+uu))



Evaluation 
The factors that were evaluated are: 


Nr. Description

P1 Time, how long a computation of the acoustic signature takes.
P2 Time, how long a computation of all the environment parameters takes. 
P3 False negatives of protocol execution between same individuals and different 

people under normal circumstances, i.e. without any influence of additional 
frequency.

P4 False positives of protocol execution between same individuals and different 
people under normal circumstances, i.e. without any influence of additional 
frequency.

P5 False positives of protocol execution between same individuals and different 
people under abnormal circumstances, i.e. having a cold, noisy influence and 
recorded voice.

P6 False negatives of protocol execution between same individuals and different 
people under abnormal circumstances, i.e. having a cold, noisy influence and 
recorded voice.



Future work 
Protocol extensions  

Each enlisted extension aspect of the possible future improvements is focused on the 
presented protocol structure itself.


Multi-parties  
Not only two, but three or more (n) parties can engage the protocol. One party (the 
user) approves his authenticity towards the other ones. This scheme can be also 
pass-word related, where the password is a processing of the user’s voice. 

There are two options to be considered: 

I. n:1 communication, 

II. n:n communication. 


From scratch, the scheme must be extended in this way for supporting these kind of 
communications, so that each party who wants to get involved in the verification pro-
cess, needs to compute its own ephemeral key A = ga, C = gc etc., which needs to 
get influenced into the protocol.


Anonymous credentials  
Anonymous credentials give the opportunity to authenticate anonymously on base of 
mathematic structures which are presented in [180, 184]. This technology can be con-
sidered to get involved in the presented password authentication protocol. The most 
profitable benefit that comes around is the anonymity of the voice sample.


Commercial prospects  
Especially banks try to improve the security of their applications for the purposes of 
authentication and verification of their customers or workers. Further any e-commerce 
systems do try to increase the distinguishability of humans using biometric 
characteris-tics, as well as e-election systems aim in developing an easy but reasoned 
secure scope for election via the internet or mobile devices.
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